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Reading

spelling

discuss

association

cereal

career

arrangement

height

arrange

high

reference

apparent

cancel

refer

ascending

evidence

basically

experience

basic

session

capital

secretary

capital

Review Words
1. List the Rule 20 word. experience

2. Mark these words:
campaign    secretary    n.y.o    height    choose    session    r.29.15

3. Write a sentence beginning with a prepositional opener and include the list word cereal.
   example: For breakfast, Janice ate cereal with cut-up bananas.

4. Fill in the blanks with list words.
   a. Start a sentence with a capital letter.
   b. The class will visit the United States’ capital in Washington, D.C.
   c. The bough of the tree broke and fell into the pool. (Mark this word)
   d. Tie a bow with your shoelace. (Mark this word)
   e. The bow of the ship is the front end. (Mark this word)

5. Which words follows Rule 11? chosen and association

6. Which words follows Rule 29? association, arrangement, apparent (session)

7. Place the following words in alphabetical order:
   coarse
   apparent
   basically
   arrange
   experience
   columns
   association
   basically
   coarse
   arrangement
   ascending
   evidence
   experience

8. Which list word follows rule 20? experience
Dictionary Detective!
Chapters 11 - 12

Using a dictionary, find the definitions for the words below.

jauntily
Definition: easy and sprightly in manner

irritably
Definition: easily annoyed

disagreeable
Definition: unpleasant; offensive

abomination
Definition: anything greatly disliked

nimbly
Definition: quick and light in movement

underprivileged
Definition: denied the enjoyment of normal rights because of low economic status
Vocabulary Study - Answer Key
Chapters 11 - 12

Match Up
Match the vocabulary words with their synonyms!

- jauntily - shame
- irritably - poor
- disagreeable - cheerfully
- abomination - swiftly
- nimbly - angrily
- underprivileged - unpleasant

Best Word
Circle the word which works best in each sentence.

1. Mrs. Gail donated half of her fortune to a charity for (underprivileged / nimbly) youths.

2. “Good morning, all!” Mr. Tibbons said to his neighbors (irritably / jauntily).

3. “What an (disagreeable / abomination)! We should've won that game!” the coach exclaimed.

4. The hot weather and bumpy road made for a very (underprivileged / disagreeable) car ride.

5. Marta (irritably / abomination) answered the phone when it rang in the middle of the night.

6. The red squirrel (jauntily / nimbly) climbed the tree in just a few seconds.

A simile is a figure of speech that uses the words ‘like’ or ‘as’ to compare two things. For example, “You are as bright as the sun”. Find a simile from Chapter 12 and write it below!

Answers will vary.
Understanding the Story - Answer Key
Chapters 11 - 12

Multiple Choice
1. Why does Stuart run away from home?
   (a) He is tired of living with humans.
   (b) To seek his fortune and find Margalo.
   (c) To go on an adventure around the world.
   (d) To avoid Snowbell and his Angora friend.

2. What does Stuart do for the superintendent of schools in Chapter 12?
   (a) He films a commercial for the school board.
   (b) He scares away a family of mice who are living in the nearby school.
   (c) He reads to underprivileged students.
   (d) He teaches a class for a day.

Short Answer
3. What are the rules that Stuart would accept if he were Chairman of the World?

Example - Two rules that Stuart would accept if he were Chairman of the World are:
1) No being mean and 2) No stealing.

Long Answer
4. Would you like to have Stuart as your teacher? Give three reasons why you would or would not.

Answers will vary.

A Little Extra!
Dr. Carey lends Stuart a car with the power of invisibility. If you had the power of invisibility, what would you do? Where would you go?

Answers will vary.